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HVN contacts with VCMedia Corp staff to analyze existing
collaboration workflow. Our experts build up a plan to conduct Google
Workspace migration process for the company in the shortest
timespan based on their specific demands and number of users.

The challenge
Storage space is vital since VCMedia Corp demands for storing
electronic data expand as they produce more information in electronic
form. Their internal IT systems didn't keep up with the company's
quality requirements. VCMedia decided to provide its employees with
tools for effective teamwork and communication so that they could
concentrate on what they do best: developing cutting-edge software.

The solution
Recognizing cloud storage solution would create a productivity boost
in the company, VCMedia launched a cooperation with HVN for the
Google Workspace deployment, data migration and training. Google
Meet provides video conferencing tools. VCMedia Corp easily
leverages the convenience of Google Workspace project management
tools, that can be used to organize and track tasks, deadlines, and
progress.

The results
Since switching to cloud-based data system that can be accessed
from anywhere, there has been a collaborative space where VCMedia
Corp employees can easily share and edit documents in real-time,
allowing for greater efficiency and productivity. With Google
Workspace apps, teams can stay on top of their work and ensure that
everything is running smoothly when they need to collaborate with
partners.

Google Workspace offers a wide range of essential
services that can greatly benefit the work that we do.
With our partnership with HVN, we are able to liberate
individuals from outdated working practices and
enable businesses to flourish. Better business
outcomes come from more effective collaboration, and
Google Workspace supports the expansion of our

 clients network.
Mr.Hoang Long - Director at VCMedia Corp

About Viet Culture Media Corporation
(VCMedia Corp)
Viet Culture Media Corporation was established
in 2008 with the initial mission of building the
Vietnamese Culture Encyclopedia on
cyberspace, then the company switched to
develop Software as a Service (SaaS) model and
focused on technology development (Web, AI,
BigData).
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